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Calwell Group Centre
Draft Master Plan

Introduction
The ACT Government has developed a draft master plan
for the Calwell centre.
The draft master plan outlines a vision, planning
principles and strategies to guide growth and
development in the centre over time. It has been
informed by input from the community, stakeholders and
ACT Government directorates.
The aim of this draft master plan is to develop an
integrated and community supported vision for the
centre. It recognises the centre is valued by the local
community, retailers and business owners.

What is a master plan?
A master plan:
• is a process that defines what is important about
a place and how its character and quality can be
maintained and improved
• sets out how a particular area could develop and
redevelop into the future
• sets out objectives and strategies to manage
development and growth over time
• is a strategic plan, not a detailed design.

Meet the planners:
When:	Thursday 17 March, 2pm to 4pm, and
Saturday 19 March, 11.30am to 1.30pm
Where: Calwell shopping centre – central plaza inside the
main entrance

How is a master plan implemented?
When a master plan is finished the following may happen:

Territory Plan variation
A variation to the Territory Plan to introduce a new
precinct code for the centre is the next step of a master
plan.
The precinct code can address details such as building
heights, building setbacks and land uses specific to the
centre.

Sale of Territory owned land
Some Territory-owned land may be identified as
appropriate to sell for uses that meet the needs of the
market and community.

Public domain upgrades
Infrastructure and public space improvements may
be identified as part of the master plan process.This
will involve various government agencies and funding
consideration through future government budgets.

Industry opportunities
It is up to business to take advantage of opportunities
identified in a master plan. When proposed changes are
on existing developed sites, market forces will dictate
when / if they are redeveloped. Changes may therefore
take a number of years to occur.

Have your say:
Please take the opportunity to read the draft master plan
and tell us what you think of the strategies to guide the
future development of the Calwell centre.

For more information:
Visit:			 www.timetotalk@act.gov.au
									http://haveyoursay.planning.act.gov.au
Email: Calwell@act.gov.au
Call: 		Access Canberra on 13 22 81
Comments close Sunday 10 April 2016
Calwell shopping centre
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The study area for the Calwell Group Centre Master
Plan is bounded by the dashed red line. The area is
located in the suburb of Calwell in the Tuggeranong
district, approximately 5 kilometres south-east of the
Tuggeranong town centre. The study area is bounded by
Johnson Drive to the north, the district playing fields to
the east and Were Street to the south.
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While the master plan will be focused on the group
centre, it will also consider how to improve the
connections between the adjacent residential areas, the
Tuggeranong Homestead to the north of the study area
and the district playing fields to the south-east of the
study area as shown by the dashed blue line.
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What we heard from you....
Community engagement undertaken earlier this year
highlighted issues that have informed this draft master plan.
The key messages included:
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• The centre is convenient due to the mix of shops and
the availability of surface parking, but there is not
enough accessible parking.
• The centre needs a larger range of food and dining
options including cafes and restaurants ‘spilling out’
into public spaces.
• The public domain needs improvement with more green
space, shade trees, places to sit outside to meet friends
and better places for children to play.
• Pedestrian and cycle connections need to be improved
to surrounding areas and within the centre.
• Safety in the centre including improved lighting at night
and safety on surrounding roads and footpaths
is considered a priority.
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How the draft master plan responds...
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Principle 3: Enhance the centre as an active hub for
														the community.
Principle 4: Encourage activity in the centre both day
														and night.
Principle 5:Encourage an environmentally responsible
														and resilient centre.
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Principle 2: Ensure the centre is accessible and well
														connected.
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Principle 1: Establish and reinforce ‘character precincts’.
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The input from the first stage of community engagement
helped government develop planning principles for the
centre.
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Challenges and opportunities

Grassed area near post office

The challenges and opportunities outlined below
bring together the background analysis and the
outcomes from community engagement in the
first stage of the master plan process.

Challenges identified for the Calwell
group centre...

Opportunities identified for the Calwell
group centre...

• Poor pedestrian and cyclist connections to and within
the centre
• Conflict between pedestrians and vehicles in the centre
• Lack of meeting places and poor quality public domain
• Concern for safety in the centre day and night
• Limited retail catchment area for future growth
• Ageing population for Calwell and surrounding suburbs

• Establish Calwell as a community hub
• Improve pedestrian and cyclist connections within
the centre, through the surface carparks and to the
surrounding areas
• Improve the centre’s access and convenience
• Provide for public spaces next to active areas
• Encourage additional housing choice in the centre by
providing opportunities for redevelopment close to
shops and services
LEGEND
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New road
Improved pedestrian link
Possible wetland / swale
Improve public space
Potential redevelopment
site
Improve pedestrian
crossings
Possible signalised
intersection
Existing underpass
Existing bridge

Poor connections
Pedestrian and cyclist
barriers
Inactive frontages
No passive surveillance
Tuggeranong Creek
stormwater drain
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Surface parking
Playing ﬁelds
Limited night-time
surveillance
Poor public domain
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Vision
Calwell group centre will be an attractive, accessible, convenient centre providing residents
of south-east Tuggeranong with a range of goods and services and opportunities to
socialise and participate in community life.
Character statement

Spatial framework

The Calwell centre is a busy centre providing shops and
services for south-east Tuggeranong including access
to recreation, community, entertainment and public
transport. As the centre evolves and the community’s
demands change, there is an opportunity to establish
different areas in the form of five precincts. This
framework will guide where development, redevelopment
and conservation should happen in the future.

The spatial framework sets out what the broad structure
of the centre could look like. It shows how land use,
public domain improvements and connections could be
delivered over the long term. It recognises the challenges
in the centre and brings together the opportunities to
shape how the centre could adapt over the lifetime of this
master plan.

LEGEND
Commercial core precinct
Commercial services
precinct
Community and living
precinct
Recreation, community,
and open space precinct
Heritage precinct
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Proposed new roads

Shared path
Pedestrian link
Potential wetland / swale
Potential redevelopment
opportunities
Potential landscaped
areas
Enhanced public domain
Potential pedestrian
crossing
Bus stops
Possible signalised
intersection
Existing underpass
Existing bridge
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Timeline of major developments in the Calwell group centre
To date Indigenous
custodians of the district
are the Aboriginal people
of the Ngunnawal tribe

Prior to 1970s
Tuggeranong Valley used
for sheep grazing

1835–58
First cottage in Tuggeranong
Homestead precinct

Mid 1980's
Tuggeranong town
centre established

1970's – early 1990's
Urban residential suburbs
built in Tuggeranong

1989–91
Calwell group centre built,
schools established

1986
Suburb of Calwell
established

2004
Calwell Club open

2014
Park and Ride
established

2015-2016
Master plan
developed
2015
Calwell aged care facility
established
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Strategy 1: Reinforce character
precincts to build on the sense of
identity in the centre.
The commercial core precinct has the capacity to
incorporate changes that provide better interaction with
the public domain. Locating public meeting places and
play spaces next to shops and activities will contribute
to a sense of activity and community. Raising building
heights to 4–6 storeys in some areas will provide
opportunity for additional housing choice and increase
passive surveillance in the centre.

Caption Caption Caption

The commercial services precinct will continue to allow
for commercial and services uses in the future. Safe and
legible connections to facilities and the Park and Ride are
important in this area.
The community and living precinct incorporates a range
of residential development and important community
uses which will continue to provide services to the
broader community.

Southern pedestrian entry to the Calwell centre

The recreation, community and open space precinct
provides critical recreation and educational uses for
the area. These areas could have better pedestrian
connections with the centre.

Medium rise
(up to 6 storeys)
(up to 4 storeys)
2 - 4 storeys for
community use
Low rise
(up to 2 storeys)
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The heritage precinct, which includes the heritagelisted Tuggeranong Homestead and its environs, could
better connect with the centre’s facilities, parking and
pedestrian and cycle connections.
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Arial view of Calwell group centre

PROPOSED BUILDING HEIGHTS
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Strategy 2: Provide safe, legible
connections to and within the centre
for pedestrians and cyclists and the
most vulnerable in the community
For the centre to be an active community hub it is
important to enhance the pedestrian and cycle network to
provide easy access to shops and services, public spaces,
and surrounding residential areas.
Access across Were Street, Webber Crescent and Johnson
Drive could be improved through signalised intersections,
pedestrian crossings and connecting pathways. Safe and
easy access through the surface carparks and to the bus
stops will improve access to these areas.
Formalising pathways and providing safe access across
Johnson Drive would improve access to destinations
such as the district playing fields and the Tuggeranong
Homestead.

Strategy 3: Provide a well-connected
and convenient centre for vehicle
access and car parking
The centre is convenient for vehicles but some conflict
exists between pedestrians and vehicles in some areas.
Safety for pedestrians could be improved by slowing
vehicles on the southern parking aisle to 20km/hr.
Realigning this parking aisle would create the opportunity
for a public space near the centre.
To improve access for pedestrians, cyclist and vehicles,
the draft master plan recommends signalising key
intersections at entry points around the centre.
Calwell centre has sufficient parking which can be
managed by retaining short-term parking adjacent
the centre and long-term parking at the periphery.
Additional accessible car parking is recommended close
to the shops and services.

Improving lighting and passive surveillance through use of
active frontages facing onto pedestrian routes and public
areas will make the centre a safer place to visit.
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Proposed shared-use path
(pedestrian and cycle
route)
Proposed on-road cycle
lane
Proposed footpath
Pedestrianised heart
Potential signalised
intersection
Pedestrian bridge
Underpass
Improve pedestrian
crossings
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Strategy 4: Enhance and activate the
public domain
Public spaces in the centre could be improved by
providing a pedestrian-friendly environment and creating
opportunities for people to meet and socialise, including
locating a new public space close to the centre.
People will find it easier to use the public domain if
shopfronts face out and cafes spill onto public spaces.
Creating an environment that includes play spaces
next to active areas will make them more pleasant and
provide passive surveillance, which improves safety.

Strategy 5: Improve the centre’s
sustainability through the design of
buildings, the public domain and the
surrounding environment
Improving sustainability will enhance the centre’s
viability, the natural and built environment. Enhancing
the public spaces to provide green spaces in public areas
and additional shade trees will reduce the urban heat
island effect and improve the microclimate of the centre.
Landscaping improvements should be focused along main
pedestrian routes and in public spaces.
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Proposed road
Key pedestrian routes
Public domain
Pedestrian crossing
Existing tree coverage
Proposed tree coverage
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PROPOSED ACTIVE FRONTAGES

Alliance
Church

PROPOSED PUBLIC DOMAIN IMPROVEMENTS
Public art at Curtin centre

